An approximation algorithm is presented for open tandem queueing networks with finite buffers and with general service times. The algorithm decomposes the system into individual queues with revised arrival and service process and revised queue capacity. Then, each queue is analyzed in isolation. The service process is revised so that to reB.ect the additional delay a unit might undergo due to blocking. Unlike previous algorithms, the arrival process to each decomposed queue is described by a C% distribution. The parameters of the service and the arrival processes are computed approximately using an iterative scheme. The approximation procedure yields the steady-state queue-length distribution of each queue. From this, other more commonly sought performance measures, such as mean queue-length, probability a queue is empty, throughput, etc., can be easily computed. Comparisons of the approximate results with simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm has a good error-level. 
Introduction
Queueing networks with blocking are in general difficult to treat. In particular, exact closed-form solutions for the steady-state queue-length distributions are not generally attainable except in a few cases. Therefore, analytic approximations, numerical techniques, and simulation techniques are used for the analysis of such queueing networks. Numerical techniques provide the means of analyzing exactly queueing networks. However, when studying queueing networks with blocking, numerical techniques work well for small configurations. For large configurations, time and space complexity problems arise.
The approximation procedures that have been developed so far for open queueing networks with blocking can be classified into the following two categories:
1) The queueing network with blocking is decomposed into individual queues with modified service and arrival process. The service process is revised so as to reflect the additional delay that a customer might undergo due to blocking. The queue capacity is also modified for one particular blocking mechanism. Each queue is then analyzed in isolation. The analysis of each individual queue is carried out using closed-form solutions or numerical solutions depending upon its structure.
Several algorithms have been developed using this approach(see for instance Hillier and Boling [15] , A..ltiok and Perros [6] , Perros and Snyder (26) , Altiok [2, 4, 5] , Labetoulle and Pujolle [19, 20) , Pollock, Birge and Alden [27] , Perros and Altiok [25] , Takahashi, Miyahara and Hasegawa (28) , Kerbache and Smith [16] ). These algorithms differ from each other mainly in the way the service process is revised.
These algorithms have in general minimal cpu time and space requirements. 2) An alternative approach to analyzing queueing networks with blocking is based on the notion of analyzing successive pairs of adjacent queues (see Cor instance Brandwajn and Jow [8, 9] , Gershwin [12, 13] , and Gun [14] ). This approach has only been used for tandem configurations. These algorithms differ from each other in the way each pair of adjacent queues is analyzed, and how the results obtained from one pair is used in the analysis of the next pair.
Most of the approximation algorithms in the first group have been proposed for exponential service times, Little work has been done so far on open finite queueing networks with general service times. In particular, Altiok [4] and Pollock, Birge, and Alden [27] considered tandem configurations with general service times, but they assumed that the arrival process to each decomposed queue is a Poisson process. This is not the case. In fact, because of the blocking effect the arrival process at each decomposed queue is not even a renewal process. Labetoulle and Pujolle [19, 20] and Kerbache and Smith [16] , analyzed open finite queueing networks with general service times assuming that the arrival process is renewal.
or the approximation algorithms in the second group, we note that the algorithm due to Gershwin [12, 13) is applicable to the case of synchronized machines.
All service times are equal to the same constant. Also, machines are subject to breakdown. The algorithm due to Gun [14] allows service times to have a phasetype distribution, but it needs further validation.
Finally, we note that for closed queueing networks with blocking, Akyildiz and Sieber [11 recently proposed an approximation algorithm for general service times.
In this paper, we present an approximation algorithm for analyzing the performance of open tandem queueing networks with blocking and general service times. This algorithm falls in the first group of algorithms and is an extension of the algorithm due to Altiok (2, 4], Perros and Altiok [25] , and Perros and Snyder [26] . However, in these papers the arrival process to each decomposed queue was assumed to be Poisson. In this paper, each arrival process is approximated by a Coxian distribution. The parameters of these distributions are approximated iteratively. We show that this algorithm gives. significantly better results than the algorithm reported in AItiok [4] . The algorithm yields the marginal queue-length distributions, from which other performance measures such as mean queue-lengths, server utilization, etc., can be easily obtained.
In the following section, we describe the queueing network under study in detail. Section 3 gives the detailed approximation algorithm. The approximation procedure is validated using simulation in section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 5.
The Queueing Network Model
The class of queueing networks with blocking studied here consists of M single server queues in tandem as shown in Figure 2 .1. All queues except the first queue are assumed to be finite in size. As far as the first queue is concerned, we consider two cases where (i) the first queue has an infinite capacity and (ii) the first queue has a finite capacity. Customers are assumed to arrive only at the first queue in a Poisson fashion with a mean rate A. In case (ii) customers arriving during the period that the first queue is full are lost. Customers in each queue are served in FIFO manner. All service times are assumed to be Coxian distributed with two phases (denoted by C2). That is, a customer in queue i first goes through service phase 1 ; after completing this service, it leaves the service facility with probability 1-9 " while with probability 8., it receives an additional phase 2 service. . Service I I times in phases 1 and 2 are exponentially distributed with mean sil and si2 respectively. It should be noted that a C2 has three independent parameters and squared coefficient of variation~0.5. This distribution can be used to approximate general distributions with a rational Laplace transform. In A.I, we describe how the parameters of a C% distribution can be determined using the method or moments.
We note that the algorithm presented in this paper can be readily extended to any phase-type service time distributions.
Blocking occurs due to the finite capacity of the queues. The approximation algorithm developed in this paper decomposes the system of tandem queues into individual queues with revised queue capacity and revised arrival and service process. These individual queues are then analyzed in isolation.
In particular, the capacity of each decomposed queue is augmented by one in order to accommodate the blocking unit. This capacity revision is necessary because the blocking unit, though it physically waits in the blocked queue, is in fact a part of the blocking queue. So the blocking unit is put into the fictitious position at the next buffer and the server at the blocked queue is kept idle until blocking is over.
The interarrival time of units at the first queue is assumed to be Poisson distributed. However, the interarrival time of units at the ith queue (i~2) has an unknown arbitrary distribution because of the blocking effect. The approximation algorithm consists of three basic steps:
Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3. In step 1, the arrival process at each finite queue is assumed to be a Poisson process. In steps 2 and 3, the arrival process is assumed to be a C2 distribution. Conceptually, steps 1 and 3 are the same, but implementation for these two steps is different because the arrival process at each queue is different.
Model I
Now, seeing that the first queue is infinite in size, and assuming that it is stable, we have that the departure rate from the first queue is A. Thus, the effective arrival rate X at queue i is~=A, i = 2,3, ... ,.\4'.
I I
Step 1
This step is practically identical to the algorithm proposed by Perros and
Altiok [25] , Perras and Snyder [26] , and Altiok [2, 4] .The non-Poisson arrival process at each decomposed queue i (i:> 2) is approximated by a Poisson distribution with a parameter Ai such that the mean effective arrival rate at this queue is equal to A, the system's throughput.
The algorithm begins with the analysis of the l\1th queue and proceeds backwards to queue 1. Because of the network structure, the Mth server cannot become blocked. Thus, it can be analyzed in isolation as an l\1Ie2/ 1/ NM + 1 queue. Now let us consider queue M -1. Upon service completion at queue M -1, the unit will enter queue l\{ without getting blocked with probability I-1T M -1. Otherwise, with probability 1t' AV -1 it will get blocked. The time spent in blocked state at queue M -1 is the remaining service time at queue 1'J at the instance of blocking.
When the (M -l)st server gets blocked, the Mth server is busy serving a unit and it is either in phase 1 or phase 2 with probability wM,l and w~V,2 respectively. If it is in phase 1, the distribution of the remaining service time is the service time at queue M, i.e., a C 2 distribution with parameter . ,
where B lJ (s) = SA\( (s), and (3.1)
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We can now collapse the distribution of the effective service time into a C 2 using where p"v(NM,j) is the probability that the 4\1th server is in phase j (j=1,2) and there are 1V M units in queue M. w· . is, in fact, a probability conditioned on an
arrival epoch. However, it is approximated by the arbitrary time probability using the PASTA argument, seeing that the arrival process is assumed to be Poisson.
The probability 11. V -1 can be obtained using Little's relation on the fictitious position (NM + 1 position) in queue M as follows :
The quantity in the bracket in the above expression is the remaining service time matrix-geometric algorithm [22) . In order to do this, we need to know in advance the overall arrival rate~M _ 1 rather than the effective arrival rate~. The overall arrival rate~.W'-1' which guarantees a throughput~, can be found through the iterative computation of the following fixed-point problem:
The convergence of the fixed-point problem in (3.5) is guaranteed (see [5] M/ C2/1. All queues are analyzed using Neuts' matrix-geometric procedure [22] .
Step 2
In step 2, the analysis of the network proceeds from queue 1 to queue M. Each queue is analyzed in isolation as in step 1. In particular, the effective service time of each queue is the same as the one calculated in step 1 departure is the sum of two intervals, the first being the time until the second unit arrives and the next being his service time. Since these two intervals are independently distributed, the pdf of the sum must be the convolution of the two pdf's.
So, we have (3.6)
• The above LT of the interdeparture process is in fact equal to E 2 (s), the LT where I 2 is the probability that an arriving unit finds the queue full and is lost, which is equal to q2(N 2 + 1). This probability can be obtained in terms of the time-average probabilities P2(n), n=O,1, ... ,N 2+1 (see A.2) obtain the queue-length distribution Pi(n). Each queue is step 2 was analyzed numerically using an iterative procedure by Yao and Buzacott [29] . We did not use the matrix-geometric procedure by Neuts [22] as in step 1, because in this case matrix R can only be calculated iteratively. We found that when the traffic intensity is high, the convergence of R is extremely slow.
Step 3
This step is conceptually identical with step 1. The objective in this step is to Algorithm for Model I
Step 1 o.
1.
2.
4.
Set i=M.
• and go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to 1.
Step 2 o.
3.

4.
Set i =1.
• •
Obtain o, (8) 
Fa
It should be noted that after the algorithm stops, the actual probability Pj(N;), i~2, is obtained by summing Pi (N i) and p.(N. + 1) .
Model n
Let us now assume that the first queue is finite. In order to use the previous approximation algorithm, we have to know in advance the effective arrival rate~.
I
into each decomposed queue. In the case of Model I, this quantity was readily known as it was equal to the arrival rate A at the first queue. However, in the case of Model II, the effective arrival rate of the first queue is not known. Therefore, the effective arrival rate of the other queues is not readily available. The algorithm presented here is an iterative procedure whereby the true value of the effective arrival rate at the first queue is approximated by successive iterations. Let~be the unknown effective arrival rate at the first queue. The iterative procedure first starts with an initial estimate of the value of~. Following arguments similar to those mentioned in Section 3.1, the queue-length distribution of each decomposed queue is calculated. Using the results for the queue-length distribution of the first queue, a second value for~is computed. This value is then used to compute new values for queue-length distribution of each decomposed queue, from which we obtain a third value for~. The procedure iterates in this fashion until no change in the value of Xis observed Below we give a summary or the iterative procedure for the analysis or Model Il,
Algorithm tor Model IT
Step 0 (Initialization)
Select a starting value of~, i.e.,~.
Step 1 Step 2 Same as in step 2 for Model I, assuming that the effective arrival rate at queue
•
Same as in step 3 for Model I, assuming x:(O)( After the first queue is analyzed --\1J
1-oJ ---\1)I · c~lculat~a new value of~, i.e., A.
• If A -A <E, stop. Otherwise, set -\0) - (1) A =A and go to Step 2.
Numerical Examples
The approximation algorithm discussed in Section 3 was implemented on a VAX 11/7850 It was used to obtain the approximate steady-state queue-length distributions of each queue for three-node and five-node tandem configurations. The approximate results were compared with simulation results obtained using QNAP2 [30] .
It
The numerical examples are summarized in Tables 1 to 14. Tables 1 to 4 The proposed algorithm gives results which are significantly better than those obtained from step 1. i.e., under the assumption that the arrival process to each decomposed queue is Poisson. In particular, based on the results given in tables 1 to 14, the average relative error of the approximation algorithm is about 5%, while the average relative error of step 1 is about 13%.
The approximation gives better results when the first queue of the tandem configuration is finite. In particular, based on the results in tables 1 to 14, the average relative error of the approximation algorithm when the first queue is finite is 3%, whereas the average relative error for configurations when the first queue is infinite is 7.5%.
Finally, we note that the algorithm was also used to analyze tandem configurations with exponential service times. No significant improvement over the results obtained using step 1 was observed, when all the service rates were approxi-2 mately equal. For these balanced cases, the c of the output process from each queue was close to 1, thus justifying the Poisson assumption. Some improvement was observed, however, for unbalanced cases.
Conclusions An approximation algorithm is presented for open tandem queueing networks
with finite buffers and with general service times. The algorithm described in this paper decomposed the system into individual queues with revised arrival and service process and revised queue capacity. The service process is revised so that to reflect the additional delay a unit might undergo due to blocking from the downstream queues. The arrival process is described by a C2 distribution. The parameters of the arrival and service processes are computed approximately using an iterative scheme. The algorithm gives results which are significantly better than the results obtained by earlier algorithms in which it was assumed that the arrival process at each decomposed queue was Poisson. Our algorithm performs better when the first queue has a finite capacity when the first queue has an infinite capacity. 
Letting 8=0 (or 8= 1) and J1 1 = J12' we recover the exponential ( or the two-stage Erlang) distribution.
The first three moments of a C2' m l' m 2' and m 3' can be derived by taking derivatives of (A-i). We have We can now obtain the probability q ( n) that an arriving unit finds n units (n =O,l,...,~V) in the system, and the probability q(n ,J • We can now obtain D (s), the LT of the pdf of the interdeparture time, as follows:
where r(n,i,j) is the probability that the system is in state (n,i,J·) immediately after a departure. The probabilities r(O,k,O), k =1,2 can be expressed as follows in terms of the time average probabilities p(n,i,i) : Step N=(X,4,3,4,3) , ,.,.=(4,3,4,3,4), c%=(2.5,2,1.5,2,2.5)
Step Table 11 . A=4.0, N= (3, 3, 3) ,~= (4, 4, 4) , c 2 = (8, 8, 8) ; cpu=O.2sec
Step 1 rei err JP (3, 3, 3, 3, 3) ,~= (4,4.4,4,4) , c%=(2,2,2,2,2); cpu =O.6sec
Step 
